
What does M equal in algebra
M equals the variable you are trying to solve for for example:
M=25% of Atheletes in the tri-state area.
19. A tax on imported goods is called a
Explain how mass transportation (busses , trains, planes) help reduce impacts on climate change?
Perpendicular
nough (6, 1) and
?? ?
Through (6,1) and perpendicular to y=3/2x+1/4
Need a answer asap with the right answer What is the main difference between an adjective and an adverb?
Clay's American system would allow Congress to protect Northern industry with import... tariffs
embargos
boycotts
Lee and Celia are lab partners. While Celia pours a chemical into a graduated cylinder, some of the chemical splashes onto her arm. What should happen next?
Solve y=3x+4 and y=-2x-6 using substitution method
Explain how to find a common denominator of 3/4 and 1/5 what is a common denominator of 3/4 and 1/5 show how you can rename 3/4 and 1/5 using that
common denominator
He test scores for last week's History test were: 76, 100, 94, 90, 68, 90, 80, 92, 84

If test scores of 60 and 68 are added to the list, what would happen to the mean and median?

A) The mean and median stay the same.

B)The mean and the median become equal.

C) The mean and median get closer together.

D) The mean and the median get further apart.
Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (CIKR) are potential terrorist targets. CIKR might include: Select one: 1. All telecommunications towers 2. Electrical
power generation and transmission facilities 3. Amusement parks 4. Sewage treatment plants
The Presidential Election of 1860 revealed that: A. If united the North could defeat the South in national elections
B. The split of the Democratic Party, North and South, was the formula needed for the
Republican Party to win a national election



C. Slavery was not as popular as it had been in the past as most people voted for the anti-slavery party of Lincoln
D. The Democratic Party needed to alter its platform to fit the need of Southerners in
regards to slavery
-2, -1, -1, 0, -1, 1, 2, ... Find the next 3 numbers in the sequence above. Describe the pattern.
FDR's New Deal accomplished many things, except... (A.) A cure for Polio

(B.) Job Recovery

(C.) Economic Relief

(D.) Social Reform
Olivia is doing her math homework. For each problem she uses 3/4 sheet of paper. How many sheets of paper will Olivia need to complete 20 math problems?
What is a committee called that is organized whenever the two houses of Congress pass different versions of the same bill? A. select committee
B. joint committee
C. conference committee
D. standing committee
Osvoldo has a goal of getting at least 30%, percent of his grams of carbohydrates each day from whole grains. Today, he ate 220 grams of carbohydrates, and
55grams were from whole grains. Did Osvoldo meet his goal? How many grams of whole grain did he eat?
Who was the secretary of the Philadelphia Convention
Taking stock of where the firm or product has been recently, where it is now, and where it is headed in terms of the organization's marketing plans and the
external forces and trends affecting it is referred to as a. tactical planning. b. market planning. c. goal setting. d. environmental scanning. e. situation analysis.
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